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Abstract

The gray level conservation is the underlying hypothesis of Digital Image

Correlation (DIC). However, it may be challenging to enforce in some exper-

imental configurations. Brightness and contrast corrections (BCCs) may be

added to the registration procedure. Different types of BCCs were implemented

for global DIC, and their benefits were analyzed for localized and diffuse sources

of brightness changes. As a case study to apply BCCs, a refractory castable was

placed inside a climatic chamber, and cracks were generated due to localized ex-

pansions during its curing and drying. To choose the best BCC for this case,

two sets of images were considered. The first one allowed the noise floor levels

to be evaluated. The second one dealt with the development of a crack network.

The BCCs significantly reduced gray level residuals enabling cracks with small

openings to be detected. The coarse discretization was effective in correcting

lighting changes and avoided its coupling with the measured kinematic fields

and other local phenomena.
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1. Introduction 1

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) registers images to measure displacement 2

fields on specimen surfaces [1, 2] and in the bulk via digital volume correlation [3, 3

4]. The displacements may, for instance, be caused by mechanical loads [5] or 4

thermal histories [6]. The images can be 2D [7], generated not only by visible 5

light but also by infrared radiation [8, 9] or electron beams as in Scanning 6

Electron Microscopy (SEM) [10, 11]. They can also be 3D volumes reconstructed 7

from tomographic scans [12, 13]. 8

Two advantages of DIC over conventional extensometry are highlighted. It 9

provides full-field measurements (instead of point-data), and no physical con- 10

tact is needed between the material and the probe [2, 5]. The first advantage 11

represents an increase of the amount of gathered information. For example, dis- 12

placement fields of entire surfaces are measured, and not only the crack mouth 13

opening displacement during fracture tests. The correlation between measured 14

fields and close-form solutions can be used to calibrate fracture mechanics pa- 15

rameters [14, 15]. The second advantage enables the technique to be applied to 16

soft materials [16, 17] or at high temperatures [6, 18]. 17

Independently of the image modality, the central hypothesis in DIC tech- 18

niques is the gray level conservation when the reference and deformed images 19

are matched (i.e., through the determination of the optical flow [19]). Many 20

phenomena can disturb the optical flow, i.e., they can change the gray levels of 21

pixels. Some of them are due to lighting of the experiment [20, 21, 2, 22, 23], 22

drifts of electron beams in SEMs [11, 24], and variations of the refractive in- 23

dex caused by temperature gradients between the imaging device and the sam- 24

ple [18, 25]. The use of lighting with band pass filters [26, 27, 18] mitigated 25

radiation effects due to high temperatures, or working at shorter wavelengths 26

[14] as suggested by Planck’s law [28]. Besides the afore-mentioned hardware 27

solutions, software solutions were also implemented very early on [20, 2]. It is 28

worth noting that oftentimes these corrections are uniform over each interroga- 29

tion window [21, 22, 23] and linear with respect to the reference image. The 30
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Zero-Normalized Cross-Correlation (ZNCC) criterion is one of the most popular 31

corrections [29, 21, 2, 22, 23]. For instance, this type of correction was used to 32

investigate crack propagation in rocks [30]. Another known correction is a gray 33

level average to minimize high temperature effects [31]. 34

Gray level corrections were also introduced in global DIC via brightness and 35

contrast field changes [32]. Some specific cases used the gray level corrections, 36

for example, DIC analyses of infrared pictures [8, 9], and distortion corrections 37

of infrared lenses [33]. Tests performed at temperatures up to 1860°C, for which 38

gray level inversions occurred, can also be monitored via global DIC [28]. Such 39

procedures were extended to global stereocorrelation to account for illumination 40

variations [34], in hybrid multiview correlation to register images of different 41

modalities [35]. In digital volume correlation, the determination of metric and 42

topological differences on 3D woven composite samples also required gray level 43

corrections [36]. Similarly, thanks to such corrections, the gap between modeling 44

and analysis could be bridged for 3D woven composites [37]. 45

To study the effect of brightness and contrast corrections in the results of 46

global DIC, the monitoring of cracks during curing and drying of an MgO con- 47

taining refractory castable was chosen as a case study. The conservation of gray 48

levels was disturbed by temperature and air humidity (processing conditions) 49

because they alter the refractive index of air [38]. In the field of refractory ma- 50

terials, DIC has been applied to their characterization [39, 40, 41, 14], and to 51

the detection of initiation and propagation of cracks [42, 43]. For instance, DIC 52

was used to analyze drying of mortar [44], and the crack pattern during curing 53

and drying of refractory castables [45]. In the present work, small corrections in 54

gray levels are proposed since the temperature levels remained less than 60 °C 55

but the duration of the test was very long (i.e., 60 h). The corrections are based 56

on brightness relaxation, contrast relaxation, or both, to reduce the changes in 57

gray level residuals. 58

As the case study consists in monitoring cracks in a cube made of refrac- 59

tory castable put inside a climatic chamber, there are two sources of gray level 60

variations, namely, the experimental environment (i.e., temperature and hu- 61
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midity) and the development of crack networks. The corrections were applied 62

to two different sets of images. The first set (set #1) used ten images acquired 63

before crack initiation and investigated the influence of the environment. The 64

second set (set #2) used all the images of the experiment to account for how 65

the corrections affect the quantification of cracks. The outline of the paper is 66

as follows. First, the material, the experiment and the enriched DIC framework 67

are presented. Second, uncertainty quantifications are performed with set #1 68

for two different discretizations and three different corrections. Third, set #2 69

is studied by varying the same set of parameters. Their effect on the gray level 70

residuals and maximum principal strain data will be assessed. 71

2. Material and Methods 72

2.1. Refractory castable 73

The refractory castable studied herein belongs to the group of high alumina 74

refractories [46], and it contains 6 wt.% of caustic magnesia (d90 < 33 µm). 75

The castable was formulated following the Alfred packing model with q = 0.26. 76

The raw materials were tabular alumina (Almatis, Germany) and reactive alu- 77

minas CL370 and CT3000SG. A polycarboxylate ether-based dispersing agent 78

(Castament® FS60, BASF, Germany) was selected. The amount of water was 79

adjusted to provide 80% of the initial flow under vibration [47]. The Al2O3-MgO 80

castable formulation is summarized in Table 1. 81
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Table 1: Composition of the studied Al2O3-MgO based castable

Raw materials [wt.%]

Tabular alumina (d ≤ 6 mm) 81

Tabular alumina (d < 45 mm) 6

Reactive alumina (CL370) 2

Reactive alumina (CT3000SG) 5

Caustic magnesia (SA = 24.57 m2g−1) 6

Water 5.1

Dispersant 0.2

A cubic specimen of size ≈ 70× 70× 70 mm3 was produced as follows: 82

• the castable was homogenized for 10 min in a rheometer; 83

• the mix was cast under vibration into a silicone mold with cavity dimen- 84

sions of 70 × 70 × 70 mm3; 85

• the specimen and mold were stored in an in-house developed climatic 86

chamber for 3 h at 50°C and 50% of air humidity before been unmolded; 87

• a face was painted using only black paint speckled on the light and mat 88

hued surfaces to provide contrast for DIC purposes. 89

More details about the specimen production and the climatic chamber used in 90

the experimental set-up can be found in Ref. [48]. 91

2.2. Image acquisition 92

The hardware parameters of the optical setup are reported in Table 2. An 93

exposure time of 3.2 s was chosen to perform a physical average of the intensity 94

acquired by each pixel [49]. LED lights were put inside the climatic chamber 95

for lighting purposes. 96
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Table 2: DIC hardware parameters

Camera CANON T5 Rebel

Definition 3529× 5296 pixels (Bayer pixels)

Color filter Bayer

Gray Levels amplitude 16 bits

Lens CANON 100-mm macro

Aperture f/22

Field of view 65× 65 mm2

Image scale 50 µm/pixel

Stand-off distance 102 cm

Image acquisition rate 6 fpmin (set #1) and 2 fph (set #2)

Exposure time 3.2 s

Patterning technique sprayed black paint

Pattern feature size] 4 pixels (B/W)
]evaluated as full width at half maximum of autocorrelation function

The images were acquired as RAW files and then converted to gray scale 97

TIFF images using the Bayer filter [50]. The latter is an assembly of RGB 98

filters arranged as a mosaic with a proportion of 25% red, 50% green, and 25% 99

blue on the camera sensor. The conversion from RAW to TIFF was performed 100

as the average of one red, two green, and one blue levels, which reduces the 101

image definition by a factor 2 × 2. The time interval between acquisitions was 102

10 s for set #1 and 30 min for set #2 (i.e., ≈ 200 images were acquired during 103

the test). 104

2.3. Gray Level Corrections in Global DIC 105

Global DIC consists in performing registrations over the whole ROI (and 106

not subdividing it into small interrogation windows). The first propositions 107

were based upon spectral decompositions of the displacement field [51, 52]. 108

Then, finite element discretizations were considered [53, 54, 55]. The sought 109
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displacement field is written as 110

v(x) =
∑
i

υiΨi(x), (1)

where Ψi(x) are, in the present case, finite element shape functions, and υi 111

nodal displacements. The deformed image corrected by such displacement fields 112

becomes 113

g̃{υ}(x) = g(x + υiΨi(x)), (2)

where the column vector {υ} gathers all nodal displacements υi. In global DIC, 114

the gray level differences are globally minimized over the ROI 115

Tg({υ}) = ||g̃{υ}(x)− f(x)||2ROI (3)

such that the sought displacement is the argument that minimizes Tg({υ}) 116

{υ}DIC = arg min
{υ}
T ({υ}). (4)

Such writing corresponds to a nonlinear least squares minimization. For in- 117

stance, a Gauss-Newton scheme can be selected. Let us then consider small 118

amplitudes of nodal displacement corrections δυi, and Taylor expand g̃ with 119

respect to the current estimate of the nodal displacements {υ} 120

g̃{υ}(x + δυiΨi(x)) = g̃{υ}(x) +∇g̃{υ}(x) ·Ψi(x)δυi +H.O.T.

≈ g̃{υ}(x) +∇f̃(x) ·Ψi(x)δυi, (5)

where the additional assumption ∇g̃{υ}(x) ≈ ∇f̃(x) was used. With such lin- 121

earization, the approximated least squares functional is quadratic in terms of 122

displacement corrections. Its minimization then leads to a linear system 123

[H]{υ} = {j}, (6)

where [H] is the (symmetric semi-definite positive) Hessian, and {j} the righ- 124

hand side term, whose components read 125

Hij =
∑
ROI

(
∇f̃(x) ·Ψi(x)

)(
∇f̃(x) ·Ψj(x)

)
ji =

∑
ROI

(
∇f̃(x) ·Ψi(x)

)
ρ{υ}(x) (7)
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with 126

ρ{υ}(x) = f(x)− g̃{υ}(x) (8)

the gray level residuals associated with the current estimate of the nodal dis- 127

placements {υ}. Iteratively solving system of equations (6), the nodal dis- 128

placements and corrected image are updated. The procedure continues until a 129

convergence criterion is reached, namely, the maximum amplitude of the nodal 130

displacement corrections becomes less than a selected threshold (i.e., 10−4 px 131

in the present case). 132

In the above-described procedure, gray level conservation was assumed dur- 133

ing optical flow. If such hypothesis is no longer satisfied, the previous residuals 134

ρ{υ}(x) can still be lowered in a second step by considering brightness and 135

contrast corrections (with no changes in displacements) 136

ρbcc(x) = ρ{υ}(x) + q(x, f), (9)

where q(x,f) is the gray level correction field that depends on the pixel position 137

x, and the gray levels of f . In the present work, the first two terms are selected 138

q(x, f) ≈ b(x) + c(x)f(x) (10)

and correspond to the brightness correction field b, and contrast correction field 139

c. Such hypothesis leads to an affine model at the pixel level, which is commonly 140

performed at the subset level in local DIC [20, 21, 2, 22, 23], yet generally not 141

written in this form. In the following, non uniform corrections are considered. 142

Various spatial approximations were proposed [32, 33, 9, 36]. Finite element 143

discretizations were selected for the sake of simplicity and adaptability. As for 144

the displacement field, the two correction fields are written as 145

b(x) =
∑
k

bkθk(x) and c(x) =
∑
k

ckθk(x), (11)

where θk(x) are (scalar) finite element shape functions, bk nodal brightness and 146

ck nodal contrast corrections. The latter ones are obtained by minimizing the 147

L2-norm of ρbcc with respect to the column vector {ς} gathering all corrections bk 148
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and ck. In the present case, a standard least squares minimization is performed 149

(i.e., no iterations are needed). From these estimates, a corrected reference 150

image f̂ is computed 151

f̂(x) = b(x) + (1 + c(x))f(x) (12)

and instead of using f in the first DIC step, the corrected reference image f̂ 152

is considered. Therefore, a staggered algorithm is used to minimize ρbcc(x), 153

namely, first minimizing ρ{υ}(x) for given gray level corrections, and then 154

ρbcc(x) at fixed nodal displacements ρ{υ}(x). These two steps are repeated until 155

final convergence [36]. In the present case, final convergence is still checked on 156

the maximum amplitude of the nodal displacement corrections (to become less 157

than 10−4 px). All the results reported herein satisfied the convergence criterion 158

in less than 200 iterations. This rather large number is due to the complexity of 159

the studied phenomenon (i.e., crack network) in comparison with the very low 160

displacement threshold, and the coupling between BCC and DIC steps. 161

It is worth noting that the shape functions of BCCs (Equation (11)) do 162

not need to be identical to those used in the kinematic basis (Equation (1)). 163

Consequently, the scale at which the displacement field is discretized can be 164

different from that associated with brightness and contrast corrections. This 165

remark shows that the present framework is adaptable to various situations. 166

Two very different discretizations are studied hereafter. 167

2.4. Correction types 168

In the following analyses, three different types of gray level corrections were 169

used, namely only brightness correction (B), only contrast correction (C), bright- 170

ness and contrast (BC) corrections. Two discretizations were used, namely one 171

8-noded quadrilateral element (Q8) with the same size of the ROI. This Q8 172

element was used to perform gray level corrections taking into account the vari- 173

ations of brightness and contrast over the entire surface (i.e., with eight degrees 174

of freedom (DOFs) per corrected component). A fine mesh (FM) composed of 175

3-noded triangular elements (T3) was used with an average size of 5 px. This 176
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mesh is made of 40,000 nodes. This second mesh was also utilized for the dis- 177

cretization of the displacement fields (i.e., DIC + BCCs) and for the analyses 178

with no correction (i.e., no BCC). 179

The fine mesh can be seen in a zoomed zone shown in Figure 1. Such mesh 180

covers the whole ROI but the elements are too small to be displayed in the 181

reference image with no zoom. The results were designated by a tag as no BCC 182

(i.e., no applied correction), and the mesh used in the correction followed by the 183

type of correction. For example, Q8 B means only brightness correction using 184

the 8-noded quadrilateral element. 185

reference image

5
 p

x
0

.2
5

 m
m

 

30 px
1.50 mm 

10 mm

Figure 1: Reference image used in the DIC analyses with an indication of the ROI and a

zoomed zone containing one open pore

The images were processed using the Correli 3.0 framework [56] in which 186

BCCs were implemented (Table 3). 187
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Table 3: DIC analysis parameters

DIC software Correli 3.0 [56]

Image filtering none

Element length 5 pixels

Shape functions linear (T3)

Mesh regular (see Figure 1)

Matching criterion see text

Interpolant cubic

Displacement noise-floor see Table 4

Strain calculation derivative of shape functions

Strain noise-floor see Table 4

3. Results 188

3.1. Uncertainty quantification 189

The effect of the experimental set-up in terms of gray level fluctuations 190

and corresponding measurement uncertainties was analyzed using the image 191

set #1. Each image was used as one reference, while the other nine as “deformed” 192

pictures. This permutation resulted in 81 pairs analyzed by applying the three 193

corrections, each one using the two discretizations as described in Section 2.4. 194

In the following, the RMS nodal residuals are reported. They correspond to 195

the integration of the gray level residuals ρ{υ} weighted by the shape functions 196

associated with each node of the finite element mesh. They were subsequently 197

normalized by the dynamic range of the reference image for DIC with no BCC 198

and compared to their counter-parts provided by DIC + BCC (i.e., ρbcc) using 199

Q8 (Figure 2(a)), or FM discretization (Figure 2(b)). If there is no effect using 200

the BCC procedure, then the data should lie on the 45° line. Further, the values 201

of ρbcc resulting from the two discretizations used in the BCCs are compared in 202

Figure 2(c). 203

The results for ρbcc with the three corrections and the two discretizations 204

mostly lie below the 45° line, thereby proving that the BCCs reduced the overall 205
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gray level residuals. This result shows that the BCC procedure is beneficial to 206

the reported DIC analyses. For the Q8 element, C and BC corrections achieved 207

lower levels in comparison to B corrections (Figure 2(a)). For the FM mesh, 208

the analyses using B or BC corrections led to lower residuals than that using C 209

correction only (Figure 2(b)). This difference in general trend is confirmed in 210

Figure 2(c). Because more DOFs are available for BC corrections with respect to 211

B or C, the residuals could be reduced more significantly. However, the results 212

for BC corrections are very close irrespective of the number of DOFs. 213

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: Normalized nodal residuals associated with ρbcc (expressed in % of the dynamic

range) for each type of correction: brightness (B), contrast (C), brightness and contrast (BC)

compared with DIC residuals with no BCC (computed from ρ{υ}). Two different discretiza-

tions were considered in the corrections. (a) Effect of BCCs using the Q8 element, and (b)

the fine mesh (FM). (c) Comparison between the results obtained with both discretizations.

The circled crosses depict the mean level of each case
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In Figure 2(c), the residuals obtained with both discretizations used for 214

BCCs are compared. The results are close to the 45° line. The FM discretization 215

performs better when applied with correction B than with C in which the results 216

lie above the 45° line. It can be a consequence of the coupling between C 217

corrections and the underlying kinematics because the same mesh is used for 218

both of them. Besides, BC corrections performed equally well with the two 219

discretizations. The fact that the residuals remain close allows the global BCC 220

with a single Q8 element to be validated in addition to the FM discretization. 221

The same comparison procedure and permutation of images of set #1 was 222

used to study the standard displacement uncertainties, which are reported in 223

Figure 3. 224

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: Standard nodal displacement uncertainty (expressed in cpx) for each correction:

brightness (B), contrast (C), as well as brightness and contrast (BC). The corrections were

applied using different discretizations: (a) Q8 element and (b) fine mesh (FM). (c) Comparison

between the two discretizations. The circled crosses depict the mean level of each case
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Only the horizontal component of the nodal displacements is reported since the 225

same levels were found for the vertical component. The small level is a result 226

of acquiring the images at the very beginning of the experiment, before crack 227

network initiation (i.e., it allows for an estimation of the noise-floor levels). Fur- 228

ther, the short time intervals (i.e., 10 s) between acquisitions reduce the amount 229

of drift that may occur. Thus, in addition to acquisition noise, brightness dif- 230

ferences (due to illumination variations) are the main source of displacement 231

fluctuations for image set #1. The standard deviation of each nodal displace- 232

ment was computed thanks to the 81 analyses, and then it was averaged over 233

all considered nodes for various corrections. 234

Figures 3(a,b) show that there is a significant reduction (i.e., one order of 235

magnitude) in standard displacement uncertainty for any of the applied correc- 236

tions and the two discretizations in comparison to DIC with no BCC. In the 237

present case, the C and BC corrections are more effective than B (Figure 3(c)). 238

Such observations apply to both discretizations. The fact that the gray level 239

residuals could be reduced in addition to achieving lower displacement uncer- 240

tainties validates the BCC procedures in the present experimental configuration. 241

The case study discussed herein consists of monitoring and quantifying cracks 242

induced by curing and drying. Therefore, the maximum principal strain field 243

is one of the essential quantities to analyze since it can be related to the crack 244

opening displacement [45, 48]. With the selected elements (i.e., T3), the strains 245

are uniform over each element. These values were considered with no filter- 246

ing, and the in-plane principal strains were computed, of which the maximum 247

level was selected since cracks are detected with this quantity [13]. Figure 4 248

shows that the general trends are very close to those observed with displace- 249

ment data (Figure 3) since strain uncertainties are proportional to displacement 250

uncertainties [57]. 251
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Standard deviation of the maximum principal strain (expressed in %�) for each

correction type: brightness (B), contrast (C), brightness and contrast (BC). The corrections

were applied using different discretizations: (a) Q8 element and (b) fine mesh (FM). (c) Com-

parison between the two discretizations. The circled crosses depict the mean level of each

case

The previous results are summarized in Table 4. For both discretizations 252

studied herein, the BC correction leads to the lowest gray level residuals. For the 253

displacement and strain uncertainties, the coarse discretization provides slightly 254

lower levels. This observation means that, in the present case, the increase in 255

DOF (FM) is irrelevant for the gray level variations, which uniformly affect the 256

surface of interest, and the Q8 discretization is sufficient. The latter has a scale 257

separation with the kinematic basis that will avoid couplings between the two 258

steps of the registration procedure. 259
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Table 4: Normalized root mean square of gray level residuals (ρ), standard displacement (ux)

uncertainty, and corresponding levels for the maximum principal strain (ε1)

Analyses RMS(ρ) [%] std(ux) [cpx] std(ε1) [%�]

DIC (w/ no BCC) 2.4 5.1 30.6

DIC + Q8 B 1.0 1.1 5.8

DIC + Q8 C 0.6 0.4 3.4

DIC + Q8 BC 0.6 0.4 3.4

DIC + FM B 0.6 1.0 5.4

DIC + FM C 0.9 0.5 3.5

DIC + FM BC 0.5 0.4 3.6

3.2. Applying BCCs to curing and drying experiment 260

The BCC procedure was applied to image set #2 during curing and drying 261

of the refractory cube. The discretizations and DIC parameters were the same 262

as those used in set #1 (Table 3 and Figure 1). The gray level residual ρ{υ} 263

and maximum principal strain ε1 fields obtained with DIC with no BCC are 264

shown in Figure 5 for the last acquired image of the experiment (i.e., when 265

the crack network is the most developed). Both fields show the presence of 266

cracks. They appear as high absolute gray levels in the residual field because 267

they do not satisfy displacement continuity and new gray levels are created 268

by their opening. The elements located on the cracks lead to a high value of 269

maximum principal strain. Both fields are grainy, which indicates the presence 270

of fluctuations affecting them. 271
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Figure 5: (a) Gray level residuals (in % of dynamic range) and (b) maximum principal strain

(dimensionless) field for the last image acquired during curing and drying of the refractory

cube

Figure 6 shows the gray level residual fields ρbcc when BCCs were applied. 272

The use of B and BC corrections for Q8 and FM discretizations significantly 273

reduced the levels of the residual field, when the BCCs results are compared 274

to those with no BCC (see Figure 5). The regions without cracks presented 275

very low levels ≈ 0.05% (Figure 6(a,b,e,f)). When only C corrections were 276

applied, both Q8 and FM results induced gray level residual fields similar to 277

that provided by DIC with no BCC. These fields are very grainy, which makes 278

the larger cracks barely distinguishable (Figure 6(c,d)) for both discretizations. 279
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Figure 6: Normalized gray level residuals (in % of dynamic range) for the last image captured

during curing and drying when three corrections: brightness (B), contrast (C), brightness and

contrast (BC) were carried out with two discretizations (Q8 and FM)

Pores are regions with low contrast, i.e., regions with uniform dark gray 280

pixels due to the shadow formed by the depth of these artifacts (Figure 1), which 281

may be considered as defects and corrected by the BCC procedures. Besides, 282

the cracks create new gray levels during their opening, as mentioned herein, 283

which makes them an additional source of gray level variation. However, the 284

cracks caused by MgO hydration and their quantification are the main objective 285

for the present case study. If the corrections affect the detection of cracks, it is 286

important to check the effect of BCCs on their representation. One can notice 287
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that the Q8 discretization shows high values of gray level residuals in porous 288

regions (i.e., ≈ 5%), for B or BC corrections. Though, the residuals are low 289

for the same regions in the FM results (≈ 0.5%), which means that the FM 290

can correct such effect thanks to the high number of nodes, and the element 291

size close to the pore one (Figure 1), i.e., enough DOFs (80,000 for FM BC). 292

Conversely, the FM correction spreads the gray level residuals in the cracked 293

regions. It may compromise the evaluation of the crack positions. The effect 294

of smeared residuals around cracks is reduced in the Q8 results because of the 295

minimal number of DOFs (16 for Q8 BC) that ignores the effect of the pores, 296

and also reduces the issue in crack detection. 297

The results obtained by different BCCs are further compared using his- 298

tograms of gray level residuals (Figure 7). The histograms for C corrections 299

using both discretizations are close to those with no BCC. The FM C case in- 300

creased the range of gray level residuals by ≈ 30%, thereby showing a lower 301

quality of the results. Such effect is due to the coupling of contrast correction 302

and the kinematic, which should be avoided [32]. The other corrections (i.e., 303

B and BC) resulted in distributions centered about zero for both discretiza- 304

tions, which are significantly lower for the FM one. This shape is expected 305

for the standard acquisition noise, which usually is white and Gaussian as a 306

first approximation [32]. Further, there are many pixels close to zero gray level 307

residuals that correspond to regions with no crack (i.e., clusters of aggregates). 308

Comparing B and BC results for both discretizations, B resulted in slightly 309

wider distributions because it uses two times fewer DOFs. 310
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Figure 7: Histograms of gray level residuals (in % of dynamic range) for all BCC procedures

tested herein using the last image of the experiment

The frame-wise RMS of the gray level residuals is reported for the image 311

set #2 (i.e., entire experiment) in Figure 8. The DIC result with no BCC 312

is related to various sources of gray level changes such as lighting and vapor 313

stream. The C correction performed poorly compared to B and BC. Further, 314

the FM C analysis randomly increased the fluctuations in different frames. In 315

the present case, such corrections should not be used. Conversely, the RMS 316

residuals were significantly reduced with B and BC corrections, from an average 317

RMS of 5% for DIC with no BCC to 1.5% for B and BC corrections. Last, the 318

RMS levels start to increase after frame 100 for all corrections. This trend is 319

related to the opening of numerous cracks, i.e., they are one source of gray level 320

residuals even when corrections with many DOFs (FM B and FM BC) are used. 321
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: RMS residuals (in % of dynamic range) for the six BCC analyses. (a) All analyses.

(b) Details for the sets of parameters with smaller RMS residuals. The BCC using coarse or

fine discretizations reduced the residual levels when compared to DIC with no BCC

In Figure 8(b), the three cases with higher RMS residuals (i.e., no BCC 322

and C corrections with both discretizations) are excluded to make easier the 323

comparison between B and BC results. The BC correction for Q8 and FM 324

reduced the residuals, and increased the difference between the results of the 325

two discretizations for B, which indicates that BC is more sensitive to the mesh 326

type than B. However, the mean difference of RMS residuals between B and BC 327
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corrections remains small (i.e., ≈ 0.5% of the dynamic range). 328

The maximum principal strain ε1 fields for the last image of the experiment 329

(frame 200) were obtained using all BCC procedures (Figure 9). 330
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Figure 9: Maximum principal strain (dimensionless) field for the last image acquired during

the experiment using the corrections: brightness (B), contrast (C), brightness and contrast

(BC), carried out with two discretizations (Q8 and FM)

The levels of ε1 are uniform, mainly for B and BC corrections and close to zero 331

in cluster regions, which is different for the grainy fields obtained using DIC 332

with no BCC (see Figure 5(b)). The low strain regions are expected because 333

the MgO hydration is a heterogeneous expansion that occurs in the matrix of the 334

castable [46]. The B and BC corrections allowed small cracks to be detected (i.e., 335
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elements with low ε1 levels), which were more difficult to spot in DIC results with 336

no BCC. Further, the effect of the pores mentioned in the gray level residuals is 337

not observed in the strain fields for the cases using the FM discretization. The 338

latter erases spurious gray level variations caused by the pores. However, they 339

may lead to higher strain levels, which would be considered as cracks in some 340

analyses, such as the crack density [48], and thereby reduce the accuracy of the 341

damage evaluation. 342

The BCCs reduced not only the effect of the pores but also that one of 343

the cracks, which are localized sources of gray level changes. This phenomenon 344

causes the appearance of elements with very small ε1 in the crack path as if the 345

BCCs tried to close the cracks. It is mainly relevant for corrections using FM 346

because this discretization has more DOFs that enable BCCs to act in localized 347

segments of the surface of interest. FM C corrections resulted in a grainy field 348

caused by their coupling with the underlying kinematics. The FM B and FM 349

BC routes led to similar ε1 fields, except for the apparent wider cracks in FM 350

BC and their levels smaller than the FM B results. To make the comparison 351

easier between the fields of a pair of BCCs, their differences ∆ε1 are reported 352

in Figure 10. 353

As the case study discussed in this paper concerns the monitoring of open 354

cracks, it means that the maximum principal strain ε1 is always positive. This 355

feature is useful to distinguish the effect of each BCC by the level in the ∆ε1 356

fields of Figure 10. For example, in Q8 B - Q8BC ∆ε1 (Figure 10(a)) the blue 357

artifacts are due to Q8 BC, because it represents negative values in the color 358

map. These artifacts are pore effects that were better corrected by Q8 B than 359

Q8 BC. In the strain difference FM B - FM BC, no pore effect is observed 360

in Figure 10(b). However, they can be seen in red in Figures 10(c,d), and 361

are attributed to Q8 B and Q8 BC, respectively. These results confirm the 362

hypothesis that the FM procedures correct the pore effects, but the Q8 ones 363

do not. Such feature of the FM procedures is due to the localized effect of 364

the corrections provided by the higher number of DOFs (i.e., 40,000 for B and 365

80,000 for BC corrections). 366
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Difference of maximum principal strain fields ∆ε1 (dimensionless) between: (a) Q8

B and Q8 BC, (b) FM B and FM BC, (c) Q8 B and FM B, and (d) Q8 BC and FM BC to

show how different corrections affect the cracks. The range of the color map was reduced to

improve the contrast

The effect of the BCCs on the crack opening (or equivalently on the strain 367

fields) is analyzed in the sequel. In Figure 10(b), a red crack path due to FM B 368

is mostly surrounded by blue levels provided by FM BC corrections. Red crack 369

paths (Figures 10(c,d)) are due to Q8 corrections, which do not have a localized 370

effect, as observed for correcting the pore effects. The paths are surrounded by 371

the same blue artifacts, which are due to FM B and FM BC corrections that 372

spread the grey level residuals and, consequently, reduce the ε1 levels in the 373

main paths and increase it in some adjacent elements. 374

Histograms are also used to compare different distributions for the ε1 fields 375
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(Figure 11). The vertical axis is represented in logarithmic scale to make pos- 376

sible the visualization of the number of elements with high ε1 levels. Similar to 377

the histograms obtained for the gray level residuals, the C corrections, mainly 378

the FM C, are not efficient since they are close to the strain distributions of DIC 379

with no BCC. The other corrections led to distributions with a higher number 380

of elements in low and high strains than in DIC with no BCC, i.e., there is a 381

clear separation of cluster zones (ε1 ≈ 0) and cracks (high ε1). Moreover, the 382

distributions are very similar for B and BC corrections using both discretiza- 383

tions. Large crack openings led to deviations, mainly for the FM BC, which 384

showed fewer elements in high ε1 because this procedure has a strong localized 385

effect and corrects the increase in gray level residuals due to cracks. 386
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Figure 11: Histograms of maximum principal strain (dimensionless) for all BCC procedures

using the last image of the experiment

The mean and standard deviation of maximum principal strains are plotted 387

as a function of time (Figure 12). As expected from the previous analyses, the 388

C corrections are very close to DIC with no BCC throughout the whole history. 389

They are fluctuating in time a lot more than the other corrections, which are 390

consistent for both reported quantities. The differences between the various 391

corrections are more important on the mean levels of ε1 than on its standard 392
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deviation. This observation proves that when the corrections are not optimal, 393

the mean ε1 is over-estimated. 394

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Evolution of mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of maximum principal strain

(dimensionless) during 60 h of curing and drying

By considering all the previous results, it is concluded that only the con- 395

trast correction is not advisable as it led to results very close to those with no 396

correction at all. The brightness and contrast correction is the best type (as it 397

lowers the residuals the most) even though the brightness correction alone also 398

gave good results. The small number of DOFs required with one Q8 element 399
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makes it the best choice for the discretization. 400

4. Conclusion 401

A case study where a refractory cube was kept in a climatic chamber during 402

curing and drying was presented. Inside the chamber, the vapor stream and the 403

temperature (50°C) acted all over the surface of interest, thereby inducing gray 404

level changes. Besides, there were two localized sources of gray level variation, 405

namely, open pores on the photographed surface and cracks, which were due 406

to the hydration of MgO present in the castable formulation. Brightness and 407

contrast corrections (BCCs) were performed in the registration, namely bright- 408

ness (B), contrast (C), and brightness and contrast (BC). The BCCs made use 409

of two discretizations for the same region of interest: one 8-noded quadrilateral 410

element (Q8) and a fine mesh (FM with 5-px triangular elements) also used 411

to measure displacement fields. The acquired images were divided into set #1 412

composed of 10 images at the beginning of the experiment (i.e., before crack 413

initiation), and set #2 covering the whole experiment. Set #1 was used to 414

analyze the performance of the BCCs against the effects of vapor stream and 415

the temperature, whereas the goal of BCCs with set #2 was to correct the pore 416

effect without compromising the crack quantification. 417

The uncertainty quantifications (with set #1) showed that all BCCs were 418

able to lower the gray level residuals due to experimental variations of lighting 419

with no cracks. BC corrections led to the lowest displacement and strain uncer- 420

tainties for both discretizations, which were one order of magnitude less than 421

DIC results with no BCC. Conversely, B and C corrections were discretization- 422

dependent. Such results highlight the gains that can be expected if such correc- 423

tions are implemented. 424

BCCs significantly reduced the gray level residuals in the presence of cracks. 425

The coupling between C corrections and cracks made them ineffective. B and BC 426

corrections resulted in maximum principal strain and gray level residual fields 427

with high values mostly concentrated in the cracked regions, and lower values 428
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in the zones around them containing aggregate clusters. This result enabled 429

the visualization of small cracks that were difficult to pinpoint via DIC with 430

no BCC. The Q8 discretization should be selected to avoid interpreting pores 431

as cracks because it fully decouples the very details of the kinematics from BC 432

corrections. It is worth noting that finer meshes (e.g., of the characteristic size 433

that of pores) but not as fine as that used for capturing the complex kinematics 434

induced by crack networks could also be investigated in the future to confirm 435

this hypothesis. 436

The above discussions showed that BCCs were desirable in the case studied 437

herein as they led to significant gains in terms of noise-floor levels and detection 438

of very localized features (i.e., cracks). Special care should be exercised in 439

the choice of discretization since it may lead to undesired couplings with the 440

underlying kinematics. BCCs provide additional DOFs that have to be selected 441

with good understanding of the phenomena at stake in the studied experiment 442

(e.g., illumination conditions, image modality, kinematic basis). Once properly 443

selected, they mitigate temporal fluctuations (Figure 12) that are nonphysical 444

with no need for other regularization strategy. 445
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